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A: Try this: public void SecondTry() {
StreamReader sr = File.OpenText(@"c:\test.txt");
string srText = sr.ReadToEnd(); if (srText!= "11")
{ //do something } else { //do something else } }

/* Copyright 2016 The Kubernetes Authors.
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"); you may not use this file except in
compliance with the License. You may obtain a

copy of the License at Unless required by
applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an
"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied. See the License for the specific language
governing permissions and limitations under the

License. */ package v1alpha1 import (
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"k8s.io/api/core/v1" metav1
"k8s.io/apimachinery/pkg/apis/meta/v1" ) //

+genclient // +k8s:deepcopy-gen:interfaces=k8s.i
o/apimachinery/pkg/runtime.Object // TestType is
a top-level type. A client should use one of these

types // to specify test objects to create. // // +k8s:
deepcopy-gen:interfaces=k8s.io/apimachinery/pk
g/runtime.Object // +k8s:deepcopy-gen=true type
TestType struct { // +optional metav1.TypeMeta

`json:",inline"` // +optional v1.ObjectMeta
`json:"metadata,omitempty"

protobuf:"bytes,1,opt,name=metadata"` } A
friend of mine mentioned that the word chopper is

used as verb, such as when playing football. I
thought it might
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A: Before it gets to this line, it's removed the and
the end-of-string HTML tags, and replaced them

with , which is the line break, and everything
between the and tags (and the HTML tags

themselves) is added to the . Laura Groce Laura
Groce (born March 22, 1975) is a former tennis

player from the United States, who turned pro in
1993. Her most significant appearance at a Grand

Slam was the quarterfinal in Wimbledon 1996,
where she was defeated by Karel Nováček. She

represented the United States at the 1996
Summer Olympics in Atlanta, Georgia, where she

was defeated by Zheng Jie in the first round.
Tennis career Laura Groce is best known for her
appearances on the WTA Tour, where she gained
two WTA Tour titles in 1995 and 1996. In 1995,

Groce achieved an outstanding result at a Grand
Slam event, when she successfully defended her

ITF doubles title from 1995, with American partner
Leila Meskhi, at the 1995 French Open. On the

singles circuit, Groce was a quarterfinalist at the
1995 Budapest Grand Prix, where she was

defeated by top seeded player Sandrine Testud.
At the 1994 Australian Open, Groce defeated top
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seeded player Mary Joe Fernández in the first
round of the 1994 Australian Open, but lost to

upstart Kimiko Date in the third round. Groce was
an all-American in 1995 when she won a WTA

Tour singles title at the Virginia Slims of Atlanta
tournament, with a three set victory over top
seeded player, Tami Whitlock, also from the

United States. At the 1995 French Open, Groce
reached the fourth round of the singles

tournament with a victory over ninth seeded
player, Irina Spîrlea. Groce experienced a

successful defense of her singles title in 1995,
when she successfully defended her ITF doubles
title at the 1995 French Open with Leila Meskhi,

when they claimed the title with a victory over the
top seeded team of Danie Visser and Irma

Mayinger. In 1996, Groce again successfully
defended her ITF doubles title at the 1996 French
Open, with Leila Meskhi, but then lost the singles
tournament to Naoko Sawamatsu. Also in 1996,
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